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ULISSE

Ulisse

Ulisse is an all metal modular system of seats on beam. Particular attention

has been paid to the formality of the design, solidity and comfort by using

ergonomically shaped components. 

Thanks to the modular components, ULISSE can be assembled according to

the manufacturer's standard configurations or alternatively the individual parts

can be custom assembled according to requirements. 

Sturdy and easy to clean and maintain, the ULISSE seatings are perfect for

work places (conference rooms, break and waiting areas etc.); urban infra-

structures (waiting areas in railway and harbour stations, airports, bus termi-

nals, hospitals etc.); commercial areas (fitting benches in shoe shops, waiting

areas in travel agencies, real estate agencies or insurance companies etc.)

Detail of seating
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Technical and functional specifications 

- Seat made from one single sheet of epoxy coated steel; the use of one sin-

gle material makes for easy cleaning .

- Edges folded using a technology that guarantees sturdiness and solidity of

the seatings

- Easy to assemble

- Each part has been carefully studied to make them safe and prevent acci-

dental knocks.

- Arm rests made from epoxy coated cast aluminium. 

- All coated metal parts are phosphatized for rust prevention.

- The epoxy coating is less than 0.6 mm and complies with reaction to flame

class “0”. 

Aesthetic and project specifications 

- Ideal for furnishing waiting areas regardless of size. 

- Comfortable and formal lightness

- Clean, simple lines highlight the relationship between form and practicality. 

- Ulisse seating units can be configured according to your needs and can be

fitted with perforated sheet- steel tables.  

- The trestle bases, inspired by Leonardo da Vinci's studies on self-supporting

bridges, make the seating units light and stable. 

- Optional aluminium cast armrests and magazine rack available on request. 

ULISSE

Seat on beam
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ULISSE
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Dimensions of seats: 

(in accordance with UNI 9096/87) 

- height of seat 44,5 cm 

- width of seat  47,5 cm 

- width of backrest 47,5 cm

Dimensions of seatings on beam

Two seater unit                        D= 55 cm   H= 76 cm     L= 108 cm

One seater unit + table D= 55 cm      H= 76 cm         L= 108 cm

Three seater unit D= 55 cm     H= 76 cm       L= 160 cm

Two seater unit + table         D= 55 cm   H= 76 cm  L= 160 cm

Four seater unit                        D= 55 cm   H= 76 cm   L= 211,5 cm

Three seater unit + table          D= 55 cm H= 76 cm L= 211,5 cm

Five seater unit               D= 55 cm H= 76 cm      L= 263,5 cm

Four seater unit + table  D= 55 cm  H= 76 cm     L= 263,5 cm



Seat (code 9080-GQM, 9080-BLM, 9080-NM)

1.5 mm thick sheet steel seat with Ø 22mm bored holes.Twin folds on the

back for added strength triple the thickness along the sides of the seat and are

hidden from view by the supports. 

The sheet steel is wrapped around two  1.2mm thick, Ø20 mm steel tubes at

the edges of the seat and backrest and fitted with M 8 threaded bushes on the

ends for fixing them to the supports. 

The metal seat is softened by large, bored holes giving it a three dimensional

texture and increasing the solidity of the product. The seat is epoxy coated

and available in the following colours: 

- metalized embossed micaceous blue, 

- metalized embossed micaceous black, 

- metalized quartz grey. 

The two supports connecting the seats to the beams are made of elliptical

steel bar 25 x 15 mm, 2 mm thick, fitted with burred bushes inserted in the

profile of the seat. 

The lower part of each support is welded to a trestle made from a Ø 9 mm

steel bar with M6 threads at the ends and folded to form an upturned “U”so

that it can be fitted to the beam. 

Each seat is fixed using 4 M6 steel screws and two steel plates 2 mm thick fol-

ded into a “U”with bored holes. 

The supports and plates are epoxy coated in metalised quartz grey.The sup-

ports assembly, as well as their shape and position on the seat, contribute to

strengthen the system.

ULISSE

Description of individual parts

Detail of the seat

Detail of the drawn holes

Detail of the support
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ULISSE

Armrests (Cod.9062-GQM) 

The armrest is made from coated cast aluminium fitted with two steel bushes

so that it can be fixed to the beam with M6 screws and an underlying perfora-

ted steel plate, 2 mm thick and folded into a “U”

The same article can be assembled in two positions:

- open armrest (projecting outwards) 

- closed armrest (projecting inwards) 

The epoxy coated armrest is available in metalised quartz grey. Open armrest 

Closed armrest ”

Open armrest 
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Armrest (reversible)



Tubular bases (Code 9061 - GQM) 

Made from curved tubular steel with cone-shaped ends;the terminals are tur-

ned, welded and fitted with adjustable feet (Ø75mm) made of elastomer rein-

forced nylon with zinc-coated threaded core. The epoxy coated bases are sha-

ped to form trestles and are available in metalised quartz grey. 

ULISSE

Description of individual parts

Tubolar base

Magazine rack (Code 9071-GQM): 

Made in curved sheet steel, fitted with steel connection and M8 bushes for

fixing it to the beam using flush-fitting M8 worm screws.The magazine rack is

an integral part of the unit and has 

been designed to make visitor waiting more comfortable. The magazine rack is

fitted to the end of the beam and matches the design of the unit by reprodu-

cing the inclined lines of the base. 

The epoxy coated magazine rack is available in metalised grey quartz. 

Magazine rack
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Beams (codes 9063-GQM, 9065-GQM, 9067-GQM, 9069-GQM)

Made in epoxy coated 2mm thick, 50 x 50 mm square steel bar, bored with

threaded plate inside the tube to fix them to the bases.The epoxy coated

beams are available in quartz grey. Grey high-tech polymer protection end

caps.

Beam



Steel table (Codes 9090 -GQM, 9090- BLM, 9090-NM) 

1.5 mm thick steel table, strengthened by triple folds to quadruple the thick-

ness along the sides.The front and rear edges are folded around two tubular

steel bars (Ø20 mm, thickness 2mm) fitted with two M8 bushes for fixing the

table to the supports. 

The metal table is softened by large, drawn holes which give it a three dimen-

sional appearance and increases the solidity of the product. 

The table is  epoxy coated and available in the following colours: 

- metalized embossed micaceous blue, 

- metalized embossed micaceous black, 

- metalized quartz grey. 

The two supports connecting the table to the beam are made of elliptical steel

bars 25 x 15 mm, 2 mm thick, fitted with turned, burred bushes inserted in the

profile of the table. 

The lower part of each support is welded to a Ø 9mm steel trestle folded to

form an upturned “U”so that it can be fitted to the beam with M6 threads at the

edges. 

Each table is fitted using 4  M6 steel screws and two steel plates folded into a

“U”and bored. 

The supports and plates are epoxy coated, available in metalised grey. The

supports assembly, as well as their shape and position on the table, streng-

then the whole unit.

ULISSE

Description of individual parts

Detail of the table

Detail of the drawn holes

Detail of support 
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ULISSE
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Metalized 
Micaceous Blue

Metalized 
Micaceous Black

Metal Quartz Grey
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ULISSE INOX

Ulisse Inox

ULISSE INOX is an all metal modular system of seats on beam. Particular

attention has been paid to the formality of the design, solidity and comfort by

using ergonomically shaped components. 

Thanks to the modular components, ULISSE INOX can be assembled accor-

ding to  the manufacturer's standard configurations or alternatively the indivi-

dual parts can be custom assembled according to requirements. 

Sturdy and easy to clean and maintain, the ULISSE INOX seatings are perfect

for work places (conference rooms, break and waiting areas etc.); urban infra-

structures (waiting areas in railway and harbour stations, airports, bus termi-

nals, hospitals etc.); commercial areas (fitting benches in shoe shops, waiting

areas in travel agencies, real estate agencies or insurance companies etc.)
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Technical and functional specifications 

- Seat made from one single perforated sheet of satin steel; the use of one

single material makes for easy cleaning .

- Rounded edges folded  with double thickness

- Easy to assemble

- Each part has been carefully studied to make them safe and prevent acci-

dental knocks.

- Arm rests made in cast aluminium. 

- All coated metal parts are phosphatized for rust prevention.

- The epoxy coating of the metal parts is less than 0.6 mm and complies with

reaction to flame class “0”.

Aesthetic and project specifications 

- Ideal for furnishing waiting areas regardless of size. 

- Comfortable and formal lightness

- Clean, simple lines highlight the relationship between form and practicality. 

- Ulisse Inox seating units can be configured according to your needs and can

be fitted with perforated sheet- steel tables.  

- The trestle bases, inspired by Leonardo da Vinci's studies on self-supporting

bridges, make the seating units light and stable. 

- Optional aluminium cast armrests and magazine rack available on request. 

ULISSE INOX

Seat on beam
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ULISSE INOX
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Dimensions of seats: 

(in accordance with UNI 9096/87) 

- height of seat 44,5 cm

- width of seat   47,5 cm 

- width of backrest 47,5 cm

Dimensioni di ingombro della seduta su trave

Two seater unit                        D= 55 cm   H= 76 cm     L= 108 cm

One seater unit + table D= 55 cm      H= 76 cm         L= 108 cm

Three seater unit D= 55 cm     H= 76 cm       L= 160 cm

Two seater unit + table        D= 55 cm   H= 76 cm  L= 160 cm

Four  seater unit                       D= 55 cm   H= 76 cm   L= 211,5 cm

Three seater unit + table         D= 55 cm H= 76 cm L= 211,5 cm

Five seater unit                  D= 55 cm H= 76 cm      L= 263,5 cm

Four seater unit + table  D= 55 cm  H= 76 cm     L= 263,5 cm



Seat (code 9080-I)

The seat is made of 1.5 mm thick sheet of satin stainless steel AISI 304 with Ø

5mm holes. Twin folds on the back for added strength triple the thickness

along the sides of the seat and are hidden from view by the supports. 

The sheet steel is wrapped around two  1.2mm thick, Ø20 mm steel tubes at

the edges of the seat and backrest and fitted with M 8 threaded bushes on the

ends for fixing them to the supports. 

The metal seat is softened by the satin finish and perforations (holes Ø 5mm) 

The two supports connecting the seats to the beams are made of elliptical

steel bar 25 x 15 mm, 2 mm thick, fitted with burred bushes inserted in the

profile of the seat. 

The lower part of each support is welded to a trestle made from a Ø 9 mm

steel bar with M6 threads at the ends and folded to form an upturned “U”so

that it can be fitted to the beam. 

Each seat is fixed using 4 M6 steel screws and two steel plates 2 mm thick fol-

ded into a “U”with bored holes. 

The supports and plates are epoxy coated in metalised quartz grey.The sup-

ports assembly, as well as their shape and position on the seat, contribute to

strengthen the system.

ULISSE INOX

Description of individual parts

Detail of the seat

Detail of the holes

Detail of the support
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ULISSE INOX

Armrests (Cod.9062-GQM) 

The armrest is made from coated cast aluminium fitted with two steel bushes

so that it can be fixed to the beam with M6 screws and an underlying perfora-

ted steel plate, 2 mm thick and folded into a “U”

The same article can be assembled in two positions:

- open armrest (projecting outwards) 

- closed armrest (projecting inwards) 

The epoxy coated armrest is available in metalised quartz grey. 

Open armrest 

Closed armrest 
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Tubular bases (Code 9061 - GQM) 

Made from curved tubular steel with cone-shaped ends;the terminals are tur-

ned, welded and fitted with adjustable feet (Ø75mm) made of elastomer rein-

forced nylon with zinc-coated threaded core. The epoxy coated bases are sha-

ped to form trestles and are available in metalised quartz grey. 

ULISSE INOX

Description of individual parts

Tubolar bases

Magazine rack (Code 9071-GQM): 

Made in curved sheet steel, fitted with steel connection and M8 bushes for

fixing it to the beam using flush-fitting M8 worm screws.The magazine rack is

an integral part of the unit and has 

been designed to make visitor waiting more comfortable. The magazine rack is

fitted to the end of the beam and matches the design of the unit by reprodu-

cing the inclined lines of the base. 

The epoxy coated magazine rack is available in metalised grey quartz. 

Magazine rack
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Beams (codes 9063-GQM, 9065-GQM, 9067-GQM, 9069-GQM)

Made in epoxy coated 2mm thick, 50 x 50 mm square steel bar, bored with

threaded plate inside the tube to fix them to the bases.The epoxy coated

beams are available in quartz grey. Grey high-tech polymer protection end

caps..

Beam



Steel table (Codes 9090-I)

The table is made of 1.5 mm thick sheet of satin stainless steel AISI 304 with

Ø 5mm holes and strengthened by triple folds to quadruple the thickness

along the sides. The front and rear edges are folded around two tubular steel

bars (Ø20 mm, thickness 2mm) fitted with two M8 bushes for fixing the table to

the supports. 

The metal table is softened by the satin finish and perforations (holes Ø 5mm)

The two supports connecting the table to the beam are made of elliptical steel

bars 25 x 15 mm, 2 mm thick, fitted with turned, burred bushes inserted in the

profile of the table. 

The lower part of each support is welded to a Ø 9mm steel trestle folded to

form an upturned “U”so that it can be fitted to the beam with M6 threads at the

edges. 

Each table is fitted using 4  M6 steel screws and two steel plates folded into a

“U”and bored. 

The supports and plates are epoxy coated, available in metalised grey. The

supports assembly, as well as their shape and position on the table, streng-

then the whole unit.

ULISSE INOX

Description of individual parts

Detail of the table

Detail of the bored holes

Detail of support 
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Deze informatie is afkomstig van de website van Zero-Z design.

Voor vragen, toelichting en meer informatie kunt u contact opnemen met:

Zero-Z design

Jasmijnstraat 6a

3732 EC  De Bilt

T +31 (0)30 2201297

F +31 (0)30 2210692

E info@zero-z-design.nl

W www.zero-z-design.nl




